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The industrial workforce has embarked on an unprecedented level of disruption, and companies must learn how to respond now, and next in the new ‘never normal’.

COVID-19 introduced new challenges that needed to be addressed quickly, including worker absence, restricted site access and collaboration, travel limitations, fatigue and new ways of working.

And two things should be top of mind when planning a response: 1) ensuring the ongoing safety of your employees, and 2) mitigating the risk of any future disruption to yours and your customers’ business.

To navigate these challenges, you need more than insights. You need actionable solutions, embedded with intelligence.

At Accenture, we are helping manufacturing companies maintain a safe and productive environment by leveraging our Industry X.0 Digital Industrial Workforce solutions.

By combining the right data and technologies, our Digital Worker Platform hosts a wealth of intelligent solutions helping to support multiple scenarios often experienced in an industrial worker’s new day-to-day activities.

One scenario is site entry screening where biometric and wellness tests are required prior to employees entering the facility.

Accenture’s fitness to work screening solution integrates data captured from pre-entry tests to provide awareness, risk analysis, and access control breach alerts, ultimately reducing the risk of ill workers entering the workplace.

Another scenario is on-site physical distance tracking to protect the workforce and minimize health threats. Accenture’s physical distance tracking application leverages wearables or mobile apps to measure the distance between workers on site, enable workplace alerts and support further risk analysis.

We are also helping clients assess and solve for sanitizing needs, with materials, tools and workspaces, with surfaces and areas throughout a building included – and we help answer questions such as who sanitizes, how, and when. Being prepared for these potential risks will minimize the impact to your operations.

Accenture’s Industry X.0 Digital Worker Platform brings all of these essential tools together, along with many more, like improved personnel management, HSE and compliance procedures and execution productivity.
Our platform also works well with others…
integrating seamlessly with existing partner tools
and solutions.

The opportunities are endless, and intelligence
is at the very core to ensure the safety of your
employees and success of your operations.

To learn more about our full suite of Industry X.0
Digital Industrial Workforce solutions, please
visit accenture.com.